January 18, 2024

Obtaining Licensure and Licensure Renewal Updates

APTA Georgia Members,

1. An email will go out to every licensee by Monday, January 22nd from the Secretary of State’s office, allowing for a pin number to complete the verification process for anyone who is unable to verify their GOALS account. The email will be sent from the Secretary of State’s office. Please check your spam if you do not receive the email in your primary inbox.

2. We were just informed that Google Chrome is the preferred browser.

3. Due to the error in data transfer of the new system, licensees need to try their middle name WITH their first name for verification.

Our lobbyist, Lauren Pollow, has been talking with the Secretary of State’s office daily to get the most up to date information. We have continued to request an extension on the renewal deadline.

Sincerely,
Dhara Shah
APTA Georgia President